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BEST BET R9 17:33

Cosmic Billy Black D

T: John Grief
$2.1

The Hound Says: Great record here over all three
sprint distances and he is drawn to get the breaks.
Should hold a top two spot throughout and will be
strong in the run home.

NEXT BEST R1 15:02

Sally's
Reward

Dark Bdl
B

T: Vincent Spiteri
$1.4

The Hound Says: Just gone five years of age and
she is still racing with confidence. Should clear the
red early and will be carving out time on the arm.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 5,2 
Race 6 - 2,3,1 
Race 7 - 3,4,1 
Race 8 - 7,8,4,6 

$20 For 27.77%

R1 LADBROKE IT! MASTERS M1/M2/M3 401m 15:02

SALLY'S REWARD (2) is a prolific winner and she is
still racing extremely well at five years of age. She
is armed with good early burn and she can make
every post a winner. PROUD AUSSIE (4) has a top
record here and he will be strong in the run to
the line. AQUA JAGUA (8) can show early speed
and may sneak into the placings.
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R2LADBROKES BLACKBOOK MAIDEN HEAT 1 Maiden
Series H Maiden320m 15:22

COOL JUNIOR (2) is a well bred type and his dam
was a highly talented chaser. Member of a
powerful kennel and sure to have plenty of
support. STUMPY JONES (7) is another well bred
type and his dam line has produced some handy
chasers, while BIG TOWN MOJO (3) can atone for
his two luckless runs to date.
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R3 LADBROKES EASY FORM MAIDEN HEAT 2 Maiden
Series H Maiden320m 15:39

CORLESS CHOPPY (1) was narrowly beaten on
debut and he was luckless in his following run.
Can go sub 2.20 to the first marker and he
should turn for home with a nice break. SIENNA
(8) has been placed in six of seven here and she
will be in the firing line throughout. PENNY'S
PRINCE (8) will be better for the run here last
time out.
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R4 STEELINE RIVERSTONE MAIDEN HEAT 3 Maiden
Series H Maiden 320m 15:57

BIG TOWN TILLY (5) showed some improvement
when placed here last time and she will continue
to get better. The draw is a slight concern but she
should be able to out muster them at the bend.
SHY ANNA (4) resumes from a spell and she
trialled in solid fashion around this circuit
recently. CORLESS IDLE (8) has been far from
disgraced in her two runs.
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R5 FREE ENTRY AT RICHMOND RACE CLUB 5th Grade 320m 16:14

TELL ME AGAIN (5) has a wonderful record here
to date and she will appreciate the slight drop in
class. She is armed with an electrifying turn of
foot and she just needs an ounce of luck.
TOWERING LARRY (2) has been placed in four of
six here and he will be in the firing line
throughout. GOLDEN VELLA (4) can come out
running.
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R6 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 320m 16:39

MARY STREET (2) is showing some promise and
she was dominant in her 18.33 win here recently.
She went 2.16 early on that occasion and a
repeat of that can see her lead throughout.
FEDERAL PRINCE (3) has shown good early burn
in his past two and he will test the favourite
throughout, while ASTON HANDLEY (1) is drawn
to get the breaks.
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R7 FLYING RICCIARDO AT STUD 5th Grade 320m 16:54

SMOOTH WHISPER (3) has continued to improve
with every run and he was simply dominant
when scoring here last time in 18.23. He should
clear the inside division, hard to reel in. BRON
TAY (4) has a good record here to date and she
will get a nice cart across early on. PURPLE RAIN
(1) is drawn to get every chance.
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R8 RACE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE NG1-4 320m 17:14

CANYA SUPERSONIC (7) has been absolutely
brilliant in her two runs since moving to NSW and
she is armed with blistering early speed. SICARIO
BEAST (4) has won a staggering 13 of 17 to date
and he is armed with dynamic pace soon after
box rise, while BETH DUTTON (8) loves this circuit
and she will get a nice cart across early on.
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R9 BUY WICK COFFEE AT WICKCOFFEE.COM 4th/5th Grade 401m 17:33

COSMIC BILLY (1) has a great record here over all
three sprint distances and he is drawn to get the
breaks. A clean getaway can see him hold the
lead and he will dash away mid race. EYE ROLL
SLOY (8) is another who loves this circuit and she
will be primed to fire first up from a spell. TRAIN
TO NOWHERE (3) just needs a little room early on
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R10 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION 26 MAY 5th Grade 401m 17:55

CHEEKY SLOY (8) is racing in career best form at
present and he has sub 23 seconds type of
talent. He should get a nice cart across from the
seven early and he may break away in the middle
stages. MICK'S PICK (7) owns a sizzling 22.87 PB
here and he has the speed to cross and lead.
FLYIN' ETHICS (3) just needs room early and may
be value.
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R11 VISIT WICKRACING.COM 5th Grade 401m 18:15

BEAR THE BEAST (3) is another serious up and
comer and he is three of three here. Explodes
soon after box rise and he will be carving out
time on the arm. APPIN WAY (6) broke the clock
at Dapto three runs back and he will keep the
pressure on throughout. CEDAR GRACE (8) is well
drawn out wide and is capable of causing an
upset.
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R12 LADBROKES FAST WITHDRAWALS 5th Grade 401m 18:37

CAIT ROD'S FLY (7) has been inconsistent to date
but she appears to be on the improve and she
carved out a sizzling 22.74 when scoring here
recently. A repeat of that run sees her win with
ease. SUNDAY SLEEP IN (1) was a gutsy 23.16
winner here recently and she is drawn to get the
breaks, while DUKE PANAMA (4) will appreciate
the empty draw outside
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